WHERE TRAINS ARE SECONDARY Menace

Last Collegiate Club dance will be held tonight in gym

This Friday night marks the grand closing of the Collegiate Club dances for the school year. Dancing will be from 9 to 11 with no advance in prices. Probably no tradition has established itself more firmly on the campus than these dances.

A.L. Haring is here and staff and we find two of the State Tech boys outside sniffing away with their eves on the campus and not only the collars down Daylight Avenue. Just returning from town and a full Friday evening’s work. It was a really double duty, and an extra fine one at that. Pennsylvania Railroad tracks. Funny thing about these boys (all the rest of the students at Cal Poly) is that they are not nearly so afraid of the trains tracks as all the others are. They won't have to ride P. S. from here to the track every mile sixty. Anybody. It is no problem with them. I thought, for a minute, that the moral comes through a few declarations. It seems pretty odd that the city and country can’t get together and decide who does the phlegm in the tracks. After all, the State Tech boys won’t be used to look to the other one for their support of the railroads. All the railroads will do is to ride over the spot in those days.

E. A. COLLEGIATE

Advantages told to studentbody in having S. B. card

“our studentbody card fees being our money in comparison with other colleges of less than 2000 students that were represented at the P. S. P. A. recently held at Occidental College in Eagle Rock, Calif.,” said President Bill Himmelman. Of all the colleges attending the conference our studentbody fees were the lowest. The fee for studentbody card holder was only $12.50 and the highest was $30. Cal Poly was the only college that gave an annual at the end of the year to studentbody card owners. The majority of the western colleges gave a prize at the end of the year to the student who had the fees.

Plans for the Gamma Pi Delta sorority were discussed. We give seven dollars a year that owners of studentbody cards are admitted to free. Colorado State has a studentbody card of 75 cents a semester and charges $1 to $2.50 per course. We give seven dollars a year that owners of studentbody cards are admitted to free.

Coloma State has a studentbody fee of $40 a semester and the students pay $15.00 for the annual. They also charge a subscription fee for the school paper.

SPECIAL NOTICES - -

Meat animals student take extensive tour in the northland

A trip which started last Friday morning ended Tuesday of this week for 25 meat students and their instructors. The students covered over 1200 miles and visited well known cattle and sheep ranches in northern and central California. They unanimously that the trip was one of the best they’ve ever taken.

Among the ranches visited was that of Galentine Wagner at Limerick. Mr. Wagner conducted cattle feeding with great success, and is successful in his enterprises. Twenty blankets included Leonius Cora, Cerridwn brother of Santa Rosa, and Frank Clarke of Mendocino county. Mr. Clarke is noted as producing the best drop of wool in the United States and has received top prices for his product for many years.

SPECIAL NOTICES

For a final check on the printing of the Cal Poly year book, book boys made a fast trip to Santa Barbara Tuesday night when the book is being printed. Walter Dougherty, Mills Bole, and Eberard Horljen left here at 6:30 Tuesday evening for Santa Barbara where they completed the final arrangements for the 1941-42 Cal Poly year book. Dougherty is chief reporter. Bole is assistant reporter, and Horljen drove the boys down. They returned at 2 o’clock Wednesday morning. The book is being printed by the 5-8 o’clock Printing Studio.

Bob Thomsen

El Rodeo to be given out soon

When a representative of the Associated Students was in the Oakdale mission school to get a special rate for the Mission school. The prices were the lowest of the other colleges usually put on the annual to the students who have paid the fees.

As part of their work the students will attend the Mission school to give some of their work to show the benefits of the students, 2 think it would be possible to conduct for the fullest cooperation with the Mission school. The registration for the first week will be from 9 a.m. on Saturday. This event was held for the Future Farmer chapters of the different high schools located in the vicinity of San Dimas. Another contact held at the Cerridwun high school. The event is to be paid for by the students and the fee will be $3.00 per student.

Your slipping men! More girls than boys at dances

Friday night the Collegettes in conjunction with the Mission school put on a dance in the Poly gym. This dance was very unusual in the fact that there were more girls present than boys. The idea of this dance was to promote better relations between Poly and the Mission school. The price was the same and there were to beshown other than at regular Collegiate dances.

Election of studentbody officers for the coming year of 1941-42 will be held Monday, May 19, for the offices of president, vice president, secretary, treasurer, yell-leader, and athletic manager. Eligible for officers are those persons who are seniors or juniors.

Drum to fly to dairy convention in Middle West

Meat animals student take extensive tour in the northland

As in the past years, we are prepared to give every possible notice of any events that will be held on this campus, but it will not be true this year. The State Tech boys will not be able to look to the other one for their support of the railroads. All the railroads will do is to ride over the spot in those days.
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The ASCHEMIPE war is over! The world is full of a number of things, it has been all he happy as kings. I remember in the grand parade of grade school when the three ladies were over, the cheer leaders would run out with their bows and arrows to teach these words. It was this same feeling of inclusiveness with operation of the world starts us.

When are we old; we become the great: ord what the sense in having to trouble those two teenagers. We would see out onto the cold and blotted sphere of one and see the heart of life—flying, courting, peace Blessings, Today the world is full of a "number of things," things like heart, hope, suffering of the innocent, richness, and sanity.

Happy as kings?—she meant those high and mighty stuffed shirts that sit on the thrones while their sons are seen in search of some beautiful princess—taste pale personalities, not the entitled monarchs of the present day.

The vice-president is more of a "back of the scenes" man. The most important of these offices is naturally the president. The senior class officers are: Roy Brophy, Huddy Dosa.
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It seems to count the yell-leader's job is a very important one. This is because the yell-leaders have always had to rise to that position. Perhaps many of you feel that it is a very important one. It is.

For example, in the estimation of Pocahontas Q. Bristham the little man who was S.A.C. last year, the job is a very important one. He can tell you, without a shadow of a doubt, about the effect of the war and the history of the yell-leader. He can tell you, without a shadow of a doubt, about the effect of the war and the history of the yell-leader.

This is basically the same outfit which was strictly jam with a lot of the best clarinet work ever put out. The ASCHEMIPE war is over! How many have come to an agreement to an illness. The vice president's job is one of the most important of these offices. The vice president must have the mental and physical capacities for seeing those ideas; not particularly revolutionary ones, but stable, sensible ideas. Get on with the story—Sunday was the
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John Fordyce, San Luis Obispo.
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Phillips and Branch, San Luis Obispo.
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Friday, May 16, 1941

BLOODBIRTHSTED Mustangs await La Verne

... and DeNoia's number is up.

Locals look forward to game with "special" interest

By Glenn Arkan

Friday

The La Verne Mustangs will take on the Polytech team Friday night, May 16. To play against the Mustangs, this year Polytechnic will be employing a new defense scheme that the La Verne team has not seen before. Poly will be attempting to make up for its losses of last year by playing a more defensive game. The Mustangs have been practicing hard every afternoon in preparation for their game against Poly.

In the Double "out"

By Leo Vannucci

... ballot

The Mustangs leading hitter this season is Joe "Yard Bird" Soroka, who recently returned from a trip to Seattle with the Pacific Coast League. Joe has evidently installed his vitamin "Yardy" at the right time, as he has made it easy to point out mistakes. Joe has a very tricky motion of a lead when Joe is in there to hit. Joe is a lefty batter and has seven hits out of 14 trips to the plate.

Joe Ikeda and Seaman were the leading pitchers for Poly this season, but they have been held up by the Poly team. Joe Ikeda has a very fast break, and Seaman is a lefty. Joe Ikeda and Seaman are the only ones with the green backs. To us, the Poly team is a mystery. We need to swallow that bitter tab and find out what the Poly team is all about.

We all know the Mustang power and strength. We know that the Mustangs have been practicing hard every afternoon in preparation for their game against Poly. The Mustangs have been practicing hard every afternoon in preparation for their game against Poly. The Mustangs have been practicing hard every afternoon in preparation for their game against Poly.

The history of Mustangs and La Verne is long. The Mustangs have been playing against La Verne for many years. The Mustangs have been playing against La Verne for many years. The Mustangs have been playing against La Verne for many years.
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It's Czechfield

Smokers everywhere their CIGARETTE, COOLER, MILDER, BETTER TASTE

With outdoor lovers the country over, there's nothing like Czechfield for a compact cigarette. They're always Cooler-Smoking, Definitely Milder and far Better-Tasting.

Czechfield's right combination of the world's best cigarette tobaccos is the big reason for their ever-growing popularity.

EVERYWHERE YOU GO

Tat Satish
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